Early resources lead to persistent benefits for bumble bee colony dynamics
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Abstract

Conditions experienced early in development can affect the future performance of individuals and populations. Demographic theories predict persistent population impacts of past resources, but few studies have experimentally tested such carry-over effects across generations or cohorts. We used bumble bees to test whether resource timing had persistent effects on within-colony dynamics over sequential cohorts of workers. We simulated a resource pulse for field colonies either early or late in colony development and estimated colony growth rates during pulse- and non-pulse periods. During periods when resources were not supplemented, early-pulse colonies grew faster than late-pulse colonies; early-pulse colonies grew larger as a result. These results reveal persistent effects of past resources on current growth and support the importance of transient dynamics in natural ecological systems. Early-pulse colonies also produced more queen offspring, highlighting the critical nature of resource timing for population, as well as colony, dynamics of a key pollinator.

Introduction

As a first approximation, ecologists often relate performance of plants or animals to environmental conditions in that time and place. Nonetheless, many ecological studies have highlighted the importance of past environmental conditions for current performance of individuals and populations. Such carry-over effects, which range from inter-life stage to inter-generational impacts, are well documented in life history literature (Pechenik 2006; Harrison et al. 2011; O’Connor et al. 2014; Liz & Ruiz-Herrera 2016). For example, the nutritional environment experienced in juvenile stages of development in animals can influence development times (Pechenik 2006) and aspects of adult fitness including body size (e.g. Pereboom et al. 2003) and fecundity (e.g. Lindström 1999). In such cases, changes in individual quality (vital rates) can have lasting demographic consequences. Carry-over effects can be an important component of long-term population cycles (Beckerman et al. 2002), as well as responses to environmental stochasticity (Sabo & Post 2008) and recovery from extreme resource pulses or dearth (Gratton & Denno 2003; Yang et al. 2008).

Effects of past conditions on future population dynamics have been particularly well studied in stage-structured populations (Ezard et al. 2010; Stott et al. 2011). In many populations, vital rates (such as individual growth, survival, and reproduction) depend on the size of individual plants or animals. If these rates are constant through time, the population reaches a stable size distribution, and grows (or declines) at a constant rate associated with that size distribution. In fluctuating environments, the population growth rate in a particular year depends approximately equally on the vital rates individuals experience in that year, and the size distribution of individuals at the beginning of that year (Ellis & Crone 2013; McDonald et al. 2016). In response to extreme changes in the environment, changes in size distribution can create persistent differences in abundance and transient multi-year changes in population growth rates, even after
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vital rates have returned to average levels (Gamelon et al. 2014). For example, a resource pulse might enable many individuals to grow faster during that pulse, leading to more large individuals and higher population growth rates for many years after the pulse is over. The increase in growth rate occurs simply because the population (after the pulse) started with more large individuals. Similarly, a resource dearth might reduce individual size, leading to a lack of large individuals and slower population growth rates after resources return. In structured population projection models, “transient dynamics” refer to the period between when a population’s size distribution is perturbed, and when it returns to the size distribution determined by the current environmental conditions. During the past two decades, a large body of literature has focused on how to quantify transient dynamics using simulation models (starting with Neubert & Caswell 1997; see reviews by (Ezard et al. 2010; Stott et al. 2011). However, few studies have tested these predictions with experiments (see Tenhumberg et al. 2009 for a notable exception).

We use bumble bees (Bombus vosnesenskii) as a model system for understanding how current and historical environmental conditions affect population dynamics. Within-colony dynamics of bumble bees are useful for exploring population dynamics for several reasons. Bumble bees are annual eusocial insects with colonies that grow via the production of successive overlapping cohorts (generations) of worker bees. Colonies typically grow exponentially, often producing > 5-10 (or more) worker cohorts during its development. After this growth phase, the colony stops making new workers and switches to reproduction (i.e. production of males and new queens, (Duchateau & Velthuis 1988; Müller & Schmid-Hempel 1992; Goulson 2010; Crone & Williams 2016). Colonies persist for several months; however, individual foragers live 1–4 weeks (Rodríguez et al. 2010; Goldblatt & Fell 2011; Malfy et al. 2019) during which time they provide the resources to rear subsequent cohorts of workers (Alford 1975; Goulson 2010). Therefore, a single bumble bee colony can be considered as an exponentially growing population of workers, with the advantage that multi-cohort dynamics can be studied in nature in a single growing season.

Bumble bee colonies are also a tractable system for studying environmental drivers of population dynamics because it is straightforward to manipulate a known environmental driver of colony and population size: forage. Growth of bumble bee colonies is at least partly food-limited (Pelletier & McNeil 2003). Larvae require pollen and nectar to develop into adults, and adult size is affected by the amount of food they receive as larvae (Couvillon & Dornhaus 2009; Malfy et al. 2019). Adults require nectar to fuel various colony functions, including foraging itself. Colonies have a limited capacity to store food resources (Goulson 2010); as a result, the spatiotemporal availability of flowering plants strongly regulates colony growth and the size of the intra-season worker population (Westphal et al. 2009; Rundlof et al. 2014; Crone & Williams 2016; Kamper et al. 2016; Spiesman et al. 2017; Rundlof & Lundin 2019). Therefore, it seems likely that short-term changes in forage resources would affect worker size distribution, leading to transient effects on population growth rate. Other carry-over effects (e.g., persistent effects on size-based survival or foraging ability of workers) are also possible (Malfy et al. 2019). In addition its feasibility as a model system, understanding the effects of forage resources on bumble bee colony growth and long-term population dynamics is of immediate practical importance. Bumble bees are important pollinators in natural and crop systems (Corbet et al. 1991; Thomson & Goodell 2001; Kremen et al. 2002; Kleijn et al. 2015), multiple bumble bee species are in decline (Bommarco et al. 2012; Colla et al. 2012; Kerr et al. 2015; Wood et al. 2019), and millions of dollars are invested annually in planting forage resources to support bumble bees and other bee populations (USDA Farm Services Agency 2019). Revealing the mechanistic connections between bumble bee colony and population dynamics and their resource environment is important for conservation efforts (Roulston & Goodell 2011).

In this study, we experimentally varied the amount and timing of food available to free-foraging colonies of B. vosnesenskii and measured the effects on within-colony population dynamics. We supplemented colonies with abundant pollen and nectar resources for a limited duration (20 days), either earlier or later in the growth phase of colony development, simulating two resource environments that differed in their seasonal patterns of food availability. These supplementation treatments reflect the type of variation reported in real-world landscapes, with a resource “pulse” (e.g., natural resources or a mass-flowering crop) occurring either early or late in the season (Westphal et al. 2009; Williams et al. 2012; Rundlof et al. 2014). Thus, we refer
to our supplementation and non-supplementation periods as “pulse” and “off-pulse” periods, respectively. Using this experimental design, we evaluated the impacts of varying resources levels and their timing on colony growth and reproduction, specifically: (1) whether colony growth rates during the pulse differed depending on pulse timing relative to colony development (early vs. late); (2) whether the growth rate during the off-pulse period (i.e. ambient resources only) depended on whether this period came before or after the pulse; (3) whether early-pulse and late-pulse colonies achieved similar peak sizes by the end of the colony growth phase; (4) whether the timing of the pulse affected the switch point from growth to decline and reproduction; and (5) whether early-pulse and late-pulse colonies differed in reproductive success.

Material and Methods

Study Species and Site Selection

The Yellow-Faced Bumble Bee (*B. vosnesenskii*) is common along the west coast of North America, from British Columbia to Baja, California (Williams et al. 2014). We caught 99 wild, post-diapause *B. vosnesenskii* queens along roadsides in the vicinity of California State University Monterey Bay in California (N36 39 13.761, W121 48 6.109) during March 2017 (Permit # SC-13698). These queens were transported to the lab at the University of California Davis where they were placed in rearing boxes under controlled conditions (see Williams et al. 2012; Malfi et al. 2019). The 28 colonies that first generated more than 15 workers (20.7 ± 3.0, mean ± SD, range 17-25) were placed in the field between 6 and 9 weeks after queen capture. The first colonies were deployed on 18-April and the last colonies on 10-May (see Supporting Information, Appendix 1 for set-up details). On average, colonies weighed 25.2 ± 5.4 g (mean ± SD) at the time of placement.

We selected 14 sites in Colusa, Solano and Yolo Counties, California, USA (Fig 1) at which to deploy bumble bee colonies. Sites were selected based on proximity to riparian habitat, variation in proportion of semi-natural and agricultural land in the surrounding landscapes, and geographical separation of at least 1 km. The 1-km landscapes surrounding sites consisted of 2-63% semi-natural habitat (oak savannah, riparian, oak woodland, forbs plantings), 37-91% agricultural land (orchard, annual crops, pasture, vineyards) and <1-25% other land uses (urban, water). Land use was identified through in-field inspection, complemented with satellite images (Google Maps 2017) for non-accessible areas, and analyzed in QGIS (QGIS Development Team, 2009) (for details, see Supporting Information, Appendix 2).

Experimental Design and Field Methodology

At each field site, we placed a pair of *B. vosnesenskii* colonies on a given date. Within the pair, we randomly assigned colonies to one of two food treatments: early supplementation (during the first 20 days in the field, early-pulse) or late supplementation (at 21-40 days in the field, late-pulse). In each treatment, food pulses were intended to represent elevated resources occurring earlier or later during the growth phase of colony dynamics (based on our past experience with *B. vosnesenskii*, cf. Crone & Williams 2016; Kerr et al. 2019; Malfi et al. 2019). Colony weight at field placement did not differ by experimental food treatment (F1,26 = 2.04, P = 0.17).

During pulses, a colony received (1) *ad libitum* access to artificial nectar (BioGluc(r), BioBest Canada Ltd.), which was delivered directly to the colony via a reservoir with an access point located inside of the colony box (Fig S1), and (2) pollen in the form fresh frozen honey bee pollen mixed with diluted artificial nectar at a 1:1 mass ratio, and encased in USDA certified organic beeswax (Koster-Keunan Inc., CT, USA), delivered to the colony on the first and 10th day of the 20-day pulse. The total weight of pollen provided to a colony was proportional to the colony weight at the time of each feeding in order to provide colonies 50% of their estimated needs for a 10-day interval (see Supporting Information, Appendix 3). We used this limit because superabundance of pollen in the nest can reduce foraging activity (Pelletier & McNeil 2003). To determine whether and how foraging was affected by supplementation, we recorded the number of return trips per hour for both colonies during site visits throughout the experiment and analyzed this foraging activity information in relation to food treatment (see Supporting Information, Appendix 4). At the end of the 20-day pulse, access to food supplements was terminated.
We weighed colonies in the field every 10 days in order to track their growth across the season. We assumed that a colony’s peak weight would be associated with its switch to reproduction (Crone & Williams 2016) and pulled them from the field once they had declined in weight for two consecutive visits. This ensured that brood structure of the nest would be intact, allowing for final counting of reproductive output. Declining colonies are commonly invaded by insects and fungi that quickly destroy the nest structure. Upon removal from the field, colonies were frozen (-20°C) until they could be dissected in the laboratory. Gyne production was determined by counting the number of queen brood cells present during dissections of the remnant brood structure. Queen cells can be reliably distinguished from worker/male cells based on their larger size (Williams et al. 2012). At the time of dissection, the majority of gynes had already eclosed; for the few colonies where some gynes were still in cocoons, both eclosed and uneclosed gynes were tabulated in the total gyne count.

Analysis:

Model of colony growth

We modelled within-colony dynamics as colony weight gain over time (see, e.g., (Westphal et al. 2009; Rundlof et al. 2015; Crone & Williams 2016; Spiesman et al. 2017), which is much less invasive to measure than worker production over time (cf. Kerr et al. 2019; Malfi et al. 2019). However, unlike most past studies, we analyzed weight gain using a change-point model in which the weight of each colony increases exponentially over the colony growth phase, then switches to decline during production of sexuals. The approach of fitting growth curves to each colony is more powerful than simply analyzing average weight through time because different colonies switch at different times, so information is lost by averaging (see Crone & Williams 2016). In this case, we tested whether the colony growth rate depended on the resource status, leading to the following equation for colony dynamics:

\[
W_t = \begin{cases} 
W_0 \lambda_p t \lambda_o^{t_p} & \text{if } t \leq \tau \\
W_0 \lambda_p t \lambda_o^{t_p} \lambda_o^{\delta(t-\tau)} & \text{if } t > \tau 
\end{cases} \quad \text{eq (1)}
\]

where \( W_t \) is colony weight at time \( t \) (measured in days); \( W_0 \) is the initial colony weight (estimated as a model parameter to account for observation error, e.g., changes in relative humidity and subsequent weight); \( \lambda_p \) and \( \lambda_o \) are the colony growth rates during resource supplementation (pulse) and the period of ambient resources (off-pulse), respectively; \( t_p \) and \( t_o \) are the amounts of time spend in supplemented and ambient conditions (respectively), up to time \( t \); \( \delta \) is change in colony mass after decline starts \( (\lambda_o \delta \text{ is the rate of weight loss after the switch to decline, and } \tau \text{ is the time at which colonies switch from growth to decline). Assuming } \lambda_o \delta < 1 \text{(i.e., the colony actually declines), then the colony reaches its peak mass at time } \tau \). We constrained eq (1) such that the pulse growth rate was not influenced once the decline started (post-\( \tau \)) (see Supporting Information, Appendix 5 and Appendix 6).

If carryover effects of resource conditions on subsequent growth are negligible, and colonies switch from growth to decline at the same time (regardless of treatment), then we would expect colony growth rates to be the same regardless of the order of treatments. In this case, colonies would reach the same mass at the end of the experiment; this is the familiar commutative property of multiplication. However, if colonies experience carry-over effects, then we might expect growth rates during the pulse and off-pulse periods to differ among treatments, and/or colonies to switch to reproduction at different times, leading to different peak weights.

1. **Testing effects of resource pulse on colony growth parameters** We used change-point regressions to estimate parameters for eq (1) for each colony (following Crone & Williams 2016) (see Supporting information, Appendix 6), and then tested whether parameters differed among colonies in different treatments. Regressions were custom-coded in R (R Core Team 2018); a version of this code is available on GitHub for use by others (https://github.com/Aariq/bumbl). Visual inspection of fits for each colony are shown in Supporting Information (Fig S5, Appendix 5). We then tested for effects of the
resource supplementation (early vs. late) on pulse ($\lambda_p$) and off-pulse ($\lambda_o$) growth rates, the timing of the switch point to reproduction ($\tau$), and peak mass ($\lambda_p^{f_p} \lambda_o^{f_o}$, evaluated at time $\tau$). Treatment effects were assessed with linear mixed models implemented using the lme4 package in R (Bates et al. 2015); within each model, colony was a replicate, and a random effect of site was included to account for non-independence of paired colonies placed at the same location. We analyzed switch points and log-transformed colony growth rates and peak mass using Gaussian family models.

2. Testing effects of resource pulse on queen production

We evaluated whether a food resource pulse early or late in colony development influenced the count of queens produced by colonies using a negative binomial generalized linear mixed model (GLMM). Given the high number of colonies that did not produce gynes (19/28), we compared the fit of this model to one that also accounted for zero-inflation. Accounting for zero-inflation did not improve model fit, so we interpreted the results of the original negative binomial GLMM model. The GLMM was fit using the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2014), and the 0-inflated model was fit using the pscl package (Zeileis et al. 2008) in R.

Results

Within each food treatment, the growth rate of colonies during resource pulses ($\lambda_p$) was higher than the growth rate off-pulse (ambient resources only, $\lambda_o$) (paired t-test of growth rate for each colony in pulse and ambient periods: $t = 10.77, df = 26, p = < 0.001$; Fig 2). Growth rates during pulses did not differ significantly between early-pulse and late-pulse treatments (Wald $\chi^2 = 1.59, P = 0.208$) (Fig 2); in both, colonies doubled in weight every ~10 days. However, early-pulse colonies grew at a significantly faster rate during the off-pulse period when compared to late-pulse colonies (Wald $\chi^2 = 5.42, P = 0.020$) (Fig 2). Late-pulse and early-pulse colonies switched from growth to decline after ~40 days in the field (Early: $\tau = 43.2$ days (CI95%[38.8, 47.6]), Late: $\tau = 42.8$ days (CI95% [38.3, 47.2]) (Wald $\chi^2 = 0.02, P = 0.89$). The faster growth rate, especially during the off-pulse period led to significantly higher peak weights of early-pulse colonies ($W_T = 158.4$ g; CI95%[108.7, 231.2]) than of late-pulse colonies ($W_T = 97.4$ g; CI95%[66.8, 142.1]) (Wald $\chi^2 = 4.55, P = 0.033$) (Fig 3).

Half of early-pulse colonies (7/14) produced new queens, while only 2 of 14 late-pulse colonies did so. The number of new queens produced also was significantly greater for early-pulse colonies ($\bar{Y} = 6.14, CI95% [2.23, 26.87]$) than for late-pulse colonies ($\bar{Y} = 0.21; CI95% [0.01, 7.20]$) (Wald $\chi^2 = 30.38, P<0.001$).

Discussion

The timing of resource abundance relative to colony development profoundly impacted colony growth and reproduction of B. vosnesenskii. Colones that received supplemental resources earlier in development achieved greater peak weights and also produced more queens – on average over 10 times more – than those colonies that received supplemental food later. Greater peak weights of early-pulse colonies were not driven by greater growth during a simulated resource pulse. Instead, early-pulse colonies had higher growth rates during the period that followed, in which they had access to ambient resources only. The increase in growth rate is consistent with expectations based on transient dynamics. Past studies have shown that higher food resources increase bumble bee body size (Sutcliffe & Plowright 1988; Persson & Smith 2011; Malfi et al. 2019), and that larger bumble bees bring back more resources (Goulson et al. 2002; Spaethe & Weidenmüller 2002; Klein et al. 2017; Kerr et al. 2019) which would lead to higher colony growth rates after the pulse ended. Our early-pulse colonies had higher foraging rates compared to late-pulse colonies during their off-pulse periods, even when controlling for colony size, suggesting there was a more effective foraging workforce during the post-pulse period in early-pulse colonies (Fig S4). It is also possible that elevated resources may have led to additional carry-over effects beyond the change in body size structure per se. For example, Malfi et al. (2019) found that elevated resources increase bumble bee worker longevity, as well as body size. Conversely, captive workers deprived of pollen died earlier than those allowed to feed ad libitum on pollen (Smeets & Duchateau 2003). Further investigation of these mechanisms would be an interesting avenue for future research.
In contrast to persistent pulse effects in early-pulse colonies, we did not see a corresponding negative carryover effect of the off-pulse period in the late-pulse colonies, in that their growth rates were not different from those of early-pulse colonies during the pulse itself. One hypothesis for similar responses to the pulse is that early-pulse and late-pulse colonies had the same distribution of worker sizes at the start of the pulse; in other words, all colonies had similar body-size distributions when placed in the field regardless of treatment, and late-pulse colonies might have retained this distribution during the off-pulse period. Another possibility is that, because supplemental resources were added by hand to colonies, size-based foraging ability did not strongly affect resource gain during the period of supplementation; in other words, worker size distribution did not matter. Foraging levels were equally low during pulses for early-pulse and late-pulse colonies (Fig S4). By supplementing colonies at the nest, we also likely affected other aspects of colony dynamics, e.g., mortality associated with foraging (Rodd et al. 1980; Cresswell 2017; Malfi et al. 2018). A third hypothesis is that, during the pulse, colonies were limited by factors other than resource return. For certain Hymenoptera in particular, fecundity is sometimes limited by the rate of egg maturation (Zhang et al. 2014; Yadav & Borges 2018), rather than resource return, particularly under high resource scenarios (Heimpel & Rosenheim 1998; Neff 2008).

Despite the strong carryover effect of resource pulses on off-pulse growth rate, the timing of resource pulses did not significantly affect the switch point (\(\tau\)). Optimality models of bumble bee colonies (Macevicz & Oster 1976; Beekman et al. 1998) predict the timing of reproduction for bumble bee colonies should be earlier in high-resource environments. In these models, the key effect of resource abundance is on whether colonies are limited by queen egg production (presumably, high resource environments), which leads to earlier switches to reproduction, or limited by worker resource return (presumably, low resource environments), which leads to later switches to reproduction. Consistent with these models, Bowers (1986) observed that \(B. \text{flavifrons}\) colonies in high-resource meadows switched to reproduction sooner than those in low-resource meadows. It may be that bumble bee colonies respond differently to fluctuations in resource limitation (our experimental pulse treatments) than to chronically high or low resource conditions. It may also be that \(B. \text{vosnesenskii}\) life histories were resource limited (not egg limited) in both food resource treatments, and so timing of the switch from growth to reproduction was cued by end-of-season environmental conditions in both cases.

The availability of floral resources within landscapes varies throughout the season with pulses and dearth occurring at different times (Reader 1984; Liz & Ruiz-Herrera 2016). In our study region, the Central Valley of California, there is a steady decline of flowers from the onset of the growing season to the dry season in natural areas, with mass-flowering crops producing late season resource pulses in some agriculturally dominated areas (Williams et al. 2012). In a European agricultural system, late season forage from mass-flowering clover increased queen abundance, but early season mass-flowering did not elevate queen numbers (Rundlöf et al. 2014) or colony-level queen production in similar landscapes (Westphal et al. 2009). It is tempting to speculate that persistent effects of the early-season pulse in our system reflected dynamics of ambient resources, specifically elevated late season resources in some landscapes. Indeed, new queen production was highest in four colonies that both received early supplements and encountered a natural increase in late-season ambient forage. However, analyses of growth rates across all colonies suggest that ambient resources are not the primary driving factor behind carry-over effects of the early-season pulse (Supporting Information, Appendix 2).

More generally, our work emphasizes the need to understand the temporal distribution of available flowering resources and its influence on population dynamics of bees. Pollinator conservation efforts are often based on planting floral resources to achieve greater abundance of forage resources but must also recognize the importance of resource continuity and timing (Schellhorn et al. 2015; Scheper et al. 2015; Williams et al. 2015). Our study strongly indicates the importance of resource timing for bumble bee colony and population health and supports targeted efforts to boost resources during the early season in areas where they are lacking, such as the agricultural lands in our study system (Williams et al. 2012). At its simplest, our study indicates that the timing of resources affects both the phenology of colony growth and the ultimate reproductive output, so season-long estimates of floral resources are not an adequate metric of habitat quality.
In closing, our results emphasize the importance of the timing of resources for colony growth, reproduction, and phenology. Carry-over effects have been widely demonstrated in plant and animal populations, but only rarely linked to population dynamics (Beckerman et al. 2002). For the particular case of transient dynamics, effects of changes in size structure have mostly been evaluated using models (McDonald et al. 2016), not field experiments where populations are confronted both with large perturbations and ordinary environmental fluctuations. Numerous landscape studies of bees focus on the spatial context of land use and resource availability, whereas extremely few have investigated temporal dynamics within sites. Conservation planning for bumble bee populations will need to emphasize not only overall quality habitats but the temporal pattern of resources they contain. Our results also demonstrate the general importance of temporal variation for population dynamics, and the utility of bumble bee colony growth as a model system for understanding population dynamics in temporally varying environments.
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**Figure Legends**

**Figure 1** Map of field sites where experimental colonies were placed (white dots, surrounded by black circles indicating the 1 km radius landscapes) in Colusa, Solano and Yolo counties in the northern Central Valley.
of California, USA (NW: N38°58'18.02"N, 122°42'44.90"W; SE: 38°27'59.07"N, 121°38'22.42"W).
Imagery acquired though Google Earth v. 7.3.2.5776 (September 2017).

**Figure 2** Mean ± 95% CI of modeled rates of colony growth (λ) during pulse and during off-pulse (ambient resource level) periods for early-pulse (black) and late-pulse (grey) colonies.

**Figure 3** Mean modeled growth trajectories (bold lines) for early-pulse (black) and late-pulse (grey) colonies and modeled growth trajectories for individual colonies (thin lines). Vertical lines denote the 20-day intervals during which early-pulse and late-pulse colonies received supplemental food.
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